
CLIENT COMMENTS

“A truly awesome partner to work with.
Working with Nubessom has allowed us to reinforce our in-
house development team with very experienced and highly 
skilled developers with outstanding experience in solving 
Salesforce specific challenges when the success of our 
Salesforce based product required us to quickly scale our de-
velopment resources.
Their developers quickly adopted our SDLC and started to 
add value from day one. Reliability and strong communication 
is a given. A truly awesome partner to work with!”

Vienna, Austria

Harald Mayer
Director, product Development at IPfolio

 

IPfolio is an IP US based company with a 
R&D office in Vienna, Austria. They 
provide next-generation, cloud based, IP 
management software, that helps compa-
nies around the world create and manage 
a corporate IP Portfolio. 

IPfolio is an ISV Partner and hired 
Nubessom Consulting as their PDO 
Partner to support them during the the 
full cycle development of an Appex-
change top class product. Solution Archi-
tects and Developers immediately started 
working on the project.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

SOLUTION

FEATURES

Full cycle development of an ISV App.
IPfolio needed a robust and efficient Appexchange product. Not 
only  support them in the development but also marketing that 
App in the Appexchange ecosystem. The challenge consisted 
in:

• Continuous product feature development.
• Troubleshooting and bug fixing during new customer 
on-boarding.
• Classic to Lightning migration, including creation of new light-
ning components and implementation of communication 
between Lightning and Visualforce pages. 

Some of the key parts of our solution consisted in:

• Lightning database components are used to display 
Actions/Tasks and all of the related data new modern way.
• Lightning Data Service is implemented for custom objects to 
provide fast way for editing or creating new records.
• Layout and overall view has been redesigned according to best 
practices of UI development and Lightning Experience guide-
lines. 

Database overview

Fast Editor Tools
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